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Abstract. Currently, the ubiquitous application of navigation receivers prompts the development of
signal simulators which can be used to test the performances of such receivers in various conditions.
But tradition simulators cannot really restore the satellites’ circulating conditions, which is not
persuasive enough. This article aims to present a new method of generating navigation signals based
on actual navigation signals, which can reconstruct the satellite constellations. This article provides
not only the principles of the simulator but also the details of the design and implementation of the
software simulator and a storage-and-forward machine which can collect GPS signals and play them
back.
1.

Introduction

Nowadays more and more efforts are put into researching and producing GNSS-dependent
products. The development and test of such products may be difficult because the orbit that the
satellite circulates and the path that the signal transmits are very complicated, which may be
influenced by time, weather, satellites’ status and other factors. Only real satellites’ signals being
used in the test can be persuasive enough on occasion that high precise test is required.
Currently, there are two problems to be solved in the process of testing the kinematic
performances of a navigation products:
The real GPS signal data achieved cannot be put into use directly, because parameters of these data
are usually stationary. Besides, testing the products outdoors in the real scene is limited by the
weather and environment;
Satellite constellation is difficult to simulate
This article aims at proposing a new method of signal simulating, which extracts the useful
information from real GPS signal and combine it with software simulating to reconstruct a kinematic
environment where the tested receiver moves.
2.

Design and Implementation of Software Simulator

2.1 The Theory of Signal Simulation
The signal of GPS at L1 frequency point is as follows[1]:
(1)
Where is power of signal;
is navigation message that visible satellites broadcast;
is coarse acquisition code of satellite;
is carrier; N is the number of visible satellites,
which ranges from 4 to 12.
This model is too simplified but shows the basic steps of simulating a GPS signal:
 Amplitude calculation
 Navigation message generation
 C/A code generation
 Carrier generation and phase calculation
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Amplitude is determined by the Carrier Noise Rate (CNR) that users put in. The relation between
CNR and Signal Noise Rate (SNR) can be described by the following equation[2]:
(2)
Where BW is signal’s bandwidth.
Then compute signal’s amplitude by the following equations:
(3)
(4)
(5)
For the precise simulation, the impact of time and environment should be taken into
consideration. Therefore, a more complicated but more accurate model is set up as follows[3]:

(6)
Where
is ionospheric delay;
is the delay caused by all the factors except ionospheric
effect; n(t) is noise;
is effect of multipath;
can be expressed as:
(7)
Where

is the pseudo-range between GPS satellite and receiver; is the speed of light;

satellite clock error;

is troposphere delay;

is

is ephemeris error.

Figure 1. process of signal simulation
As figure 1 manifests, the simulator is comprised of two parts: the storage-and-forward machine
which is based on FPGA and USB3.0, and the software simulator.
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2.2 Design and Implementation
The signal simulation process can be divided into three parts: satellite constellation simulation,
transmitting path simulation and receiver kinematic status simulation.
The first part includes navigation message, C/A code and carrier simulation. Navigation message
contains all the information of the satellite. C/A code is the ID of each satellite which provides the
frequency shift because of its characteristics of autocorrelation. And the carrier carries the messages
of immediate frequency, frequency shift and pseudo-range.
The C/A code and carrier is easy to generate while the navigation message is not because it
contains lots of important information of satellite such as satellites’ position, velocity and
transmitting time. The traditional way to generate navigation data is to extract navigation information
from the compiled ephemeris files and rewrite them as navigation message bits. The method adopted
in this article is the opposite process, which is to remove the real GPS signal’s C/A code and carrier
and get navigation message bits and extract the satellite’s information to reconstruct the ephemeris
and calculate pseudo-range.
It is a new method of high efficiency. The process of obtaining navigation message is largely
simplified because the step of acquisition and tracking can peel C/A code and carrier. After the
processing of software receiver, navigation message can be saved as fixed form as Figure 2 shows:

Figure 2. navigation message
In Figure 2, the first parameter is time of week, which is provided as a reference. The second
parameter is the number of satellite which is followed by one of its sub-frame data. Each one frame of
navigation message contains five sub-frames, and each sub-frame is made up with ten words, each of
which has 24 data bits and 6 parity bits. The fourth and fifth sub-frames are paging. A suit of
completed navigation message has 25 pages, which lasts for 12.5 minutes.
Traditional way of simulating constellation is to generate all the satellites information and
estimate which satellite is visible according to its elevation. The advantage of this new method is that
only the visible satellite is considered and there is no need to calculate the elevation and make a
judgment. Besides, it is not necessary to analyze all the arguments.
Satellite’s information should be extracted from the navigation message to calculate the satellite’s
position and velocity and other error parameters. The parameters included in the navigation
message[10] is listed as table 1:
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Parameter

Table 1. Ephemeris Parameters
Definition

C rs

Amplitude of sine correction to orbital radius

Bit
number(bit)
16

n

Mean motion correction
Mean anomaly(at Toe)

16
32

 /s

16

rad

32
16

none
rad

a

Amplitude of cosine correction to argument of
latitude
Eccentricity
Amplitude of sine correction to argument of
latitude
Square root of semi-major axis

toe

Reference time of ephemeris

16

s

Cic

Amplitude of cosine correction to inclination
angle
Longitude of the ascending node(at weekly
epoch)
Amplitude of sine correction to inclination
angle
Inclination angle(at Toe)

16

rad

32

rad

16

rad

M0
Cuc
e
C us

0
Cis
i0
C rc


Amplitude of cosine correction to orbital radius

Unit
m



32

32
16


m


Argument of perigee(at Toe)
32
 /s
Rage of change of longitude of the ascending
24
node

 /s
Rate of change of inclination angle
14

From the parameters above, the position of satellites can be calculated.
The position of satellites and receiver will be updated every 20 milliseconds, then re-compute the
pseudo-range R(t)[11]:
(8)
Thus, the pseudo-range carries not only the information of receiver’s location but also its motion
state.
I

3.

Design of the Storage-and-forward Machine

This article also designs an immediate frequency signal storage-and-forward machine which has
the functions of storing the collected signals and playing it back.
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Figure 3. Design of storage-and-forward machine
As is shown in the figure 3, the storage-and-forward machine can collect real-time GPS signals,
transmit the digital data that processed by ADC to computer by the aid of FPGA logic control and
save the data as binary files. The data saved can put into various uses, such as satellite information
analysis, ephemeris reconstruction and so on. The other way around is to read simulated data and
send it to receivers to test the dynamic performances.
The storage-and-forward machine is modular design, which is composed of FPGA module, power
module, clock buffer module, AD and DA module, DDR module and USB 3.0 module.
The upper computer sends the command of writing to USB device and the USB port is enabled, at
the same time the FPGA come into the state of receiving GPS signal data. By means of FPGA logic
control, ADC and external circuit are working. After the pre-processing, the GPS signals are
converted to immediate frequency. A/D part transform the analog signals to digital data and output
them to FPGA. Eventually, by the control of caching technique within FPGA, the data collected are
send to USB 3.0 port and saved in the computer.
The preprocessing of converting RF to IF is necessary on ground that the circuit can handle with
these signals that have lower frequency. However, considering the effects of Doppler frequency shift,
the immediate frequency signal instead of baseband signal is the best choice.
In this part, much attention should be paid to the match of speed of FPGA transmitting data and
computer saving data. Because the speed of transmitting data is higher than ordinary mechanical hard
disk writing speed, only solid state drive can satisfy the need.
The core step is to send the simulated signals to receivers via this machine. The upper computer
gives order to FPGA, and FPGA gets ready to read simulated data from USB 3.0 port. Then the DA is
initialized and convert digital data to analog signals at constant speed by the technique of caching.
4.

Verification of Simulated Data

To verify practical performance of this simulator, relative experiments are carried out.
First of all, the validity of satellite’s signal acquired should be tested. Figure 4 shows the result of
acquiring.
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Figure 4. spectrum of aquired data

Figure 5. Autocorrelation result
Because of the characteristic of autocorrelation of C/A code, if the local C/A code and the received
C/A code has no phase deviation, there will be a pulse value after the processing of autocorrelation.
The peak value in the figure 5 indicates that the data collected is GPS signal.
The core of the verification is to check out whether the simulated signals is valid or not. Figure 6
shows the result of the experiment that the receiver demodulates the simulated signals.
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Figure 6. Result of positioning
In figure 6, the six lights present recognizing C/A code, carrier, navigation message, frequency
shift, sub-frame head and positioning. The red light of certain whole line turning to green means that
relative satellite can take part in positioning. Only when at least 4 satellites take part in positioning
simultaneously can the receiver compute the location. Figure 6 indicates that there are 6 satellites take
part in positioning, and relative SNR, elevation and azimuth angle are shown.
5.

Conclusion

This article presents a new method of GPS signal simulation which combines the real GPS signals
and receiver’s dynamic model together. By the aid of storage-and-forward machine, real satellites’
navigation messages can be recorded and modulated to generate direct spreading sequence. This
article also provides the detailed process of implementation of the simulator which can increase
testing efficiency to a great extent and reduce development cycle.
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